
YOU ARE

Interested by what is unique and artistic, 

the Spirited Influence character turns 

away from industrial production, 

showing a preference for objects that 

present a meaningful human touch. 

Decorated with a flair for drama, 

the space is original and stylish. 

The food is often exotic and the mood, 

an invitation to wonder.

THE COLOR PALETTE

SOULFUL
BOHO
JEWEL
TONES



THE LOOK  |  The look is unconventional, mixing local and global influences together to tell 
a unique story. Often the spaces resonate with memories of places visited and treasures collected. 

HOW  |  By combining elements that are bold, natural, and unusual. The look usually involves a layering 
of jewel tones, intricate patterns, and rich textures artistically put together to create a soulful scene.

CREATIVE  |  SOULFUL  |  PASSIONATE



GET INSPIRED
TO CHOOSE
YOUR PAINT COLOR

Pick
the
perfect 
color
palette
We always suggest 

when using a 

color palette to 

allocate different 

colors according to 

the proportions shown 

in this palette. It is a 

design tip based on 

the aesthetic principle 

known as the 

“Golden Ratio”.



DISCOVER

Our recipes you might like
Based on your responses, we think that you would like the following recipes. 

Feel free to explore our whole collection!

FOLLOW US

Be part of our community at @venueandmenu

A desayuno of huevos
rancheros

Breakfast

Cauliflower, Carrot & Chickpea 
Tacos with Avocado Lime Crema

Main Courses

Fig Margarita

Drinks

 FULL RECIPE  FULL RECIPE  FULL RECIPE

Stay in the loop!
Get exclusive newsletters,
as well as updates
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